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GRAHAM CREEK NATURE PRESERVE
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GOODBYE TO
SUMMER
As the temperatures rose, Graham Creek stayed busy with activities
over the spring and summer season.

Springtime welcomed many schools and groups to venture into the Preserve. Our
Easter Egg Hunt was enjoyed by over 100 children. Volunteers helped hide about 1000
eggs in and around the Outdoor Classroom. The center also hosted multiple parties and
private events including three large weddings. There were three major disc golf
tournaments hosted as well.
Many first time visitors came into the Interpretive Center this June as it is now Voting
Precinct 33 (Miflin area). Not only did the visitors cast their votes, they toured the
Interpretive Center and read through our many offerings at Graham Creek Preserve.
With two late spring babies added to the Graham Creek staff family, summer camps
were held in late June and throughout July. Campers enjoyed arts and crafts, outdoor
recreation and environmental education.
Finally International Mud Day was our biggest ever. Between existing campers, school
groups and visitors, there were over 150 people playing in our "muddy" activities.
Graham Creek continues to offer more opportunities to explore our awesome nature
preserve!
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COASTAL CLEANUP
For the first time, AL Coastal Cleanup Wolf Bay site will be staged out of the
Wolf Creek Park. Wolf Creek Park is located on Hance Lane off of Wilson Road.
Please join us to help keep our waters clean. For more information contact the
zone captain, Jeffrey Lynn, at Jefflynn61@gmail.com.
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PUMPKIN PLAY DAY
OCTOBER 20, 2018

GRAHAM CREEK OUTDOOR CLASSROOM
10:00 AM UNTIL 12:00 PM
First 100 children (10 and under) receive a pumpkin to decorate.
Come dressed in your favorite costume.
Play games in our Outdoor Classroom for fun prizes & treats!
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Fall
Tournaments
CROSS COUNTRY RACES (TBD)
GRAHAM CREEK SHOOTOUT DISC
GOLF TOURNAMENT 10/13
2018 US NATIONAL 3-D ARCHERY
COLLEGIATE CHAMPIONSHIP 10/2628

With cooler temps, Graham Creek plays
host to multiple events in the fall. Cross
Country races are typically held end of
September and early October on our Blue
Trail. Racers from coastal Alabama compete
on the 5K course to qualify for state
competition.
Dark Matter Disc Golf also hosts our
Graham Creek Shootout this October 13
playing all three courses. With over 100
disc golfers from around the region, this
tournament remains a popular event.
October 26-28, top archers from
colleges around the country will compete in
the 2018 U.S. National 3-D Archery
Collegiate Championships at Graham
Creek. Spectators are welcome during the
event. The 2017 event was very popular and
competitors are expected to grow this year.
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GET LOST
IN THE
HAUNTED FOREST
HAUNTED FOREST
10/19,20,26,27
WICKED WALK (18 & OVER)
10/30
Graham Creek will host its 4th year of the Haunted Forest
on October 19,20,26 & 27. This year the forest will open at 7
pm offering entry every 20 minutes until 10 pm. This event
is not for the faint at heart as it is geared for late teens and
adults. Participants will embark on a wagon to enter the
haunted forest where they will walk 1/3 mile with a
storyteller. Local legends and tales are the basis of the
haunts. Visitors should wear close toed shoes. Tickets are
$15 per person and may be purchased in advance on
www.eventbrite.com or at Graham Creek Interpretive
Center with cash. Don't get lost in the forest......
After the success of last year's Wicked Walk, we listened to
suggestions. This year the 18 and over only event will be
October 30 from 7 pm until 10 pm. Tickets will be pre-sold
in 30 minute intervals. The haunts will take it to the next
level with guests riding to a narrow trail where they will be
guided on a 1/2 mile walk through the depths of the forest
Tickets are $18 and may be purchased online at
www.eventbrite.com or at the Interpretive Center with
cash. ID will be required for entry. Are you brave enough to
enter the woods at night?
Proceeds help with Graham Creek educational programs.
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CREEK CRAWL 2018
NOVEMBER 17, 2018
WWW.ACTIVE.COM

Are you ready for the mud? Creek
Crawl 2017 was a great success
with over 200 racers. The mud was
intense and the swim was a great
way to clean off. This 4 mile race
included 15 obstacles testing
strength, agility and endurance.
First place male runner was Craig
Henry with a time of 28:34 and top
female was Anna Maxwell with a
time of 38:42. Thanks to Katy's
Catering for food and beer.

KEEPING THE COURSE
We have decided to permanently
keep the 4 mile course as our new
trail. Many of our permanent
obstacles are located on this course
as well as our muddy pits. Timing
company and caterer will also
remain the same. Top three male
and female racers will receive
trophies. Top 50 male and female
times will receive medals. Door
prizes will also be awarded.

WHAT'S NEW FOR 2018?
With summer help, there have been
three permanent obstacles added.
The log step challenges runners to
hop between 1-3 feet heights
between steps. The rope swing
incorporates a pit that will be filled
with ice water. Monkey bars were
built in the field near the rope wall.
These challenges will add to the
difficulty of the course.
Prices went up slightly as the costs
of hosting the race also increased.
Entry fees are $40 ($50 after 11/14).
Packet pickup will be at Graham
Creek Interpretive Center and we
will have bibs ready. Also wave
times will be set with a maximum of
50 racers per wave. Registrants will
select their wave and will be
disqualified if competing in the
wrong wave.
We look forward to another great
year. Registration at Graham Creek
Interpretive Center or
www.active.com.
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LEMUEL

CHRISTMAS
IN NATURE
December offers our
Christmas in Nature Observe
and Explore Day. The event
will be December 15 at
10:30 a.m. at the Graham
Creek Interpretive Center.
There will be stories about
winter wildlife and several
nature based crafts.
Children will also be offered
hot chocolate and snacks to
enjoy.

Santa will take time out of
his busy schedule to visit
with children from 10:30 to
11:30. Staff will offer to take
pictures that can be emailed
to parents.
This event is free and is
provided for children 10 and
under.

DECEMBER 15, 2018
10:30 AM
VISIT SANTA, MAKE
CRAFTS & ENJOY
HOT CHOCOLATE
AND SNACKS!
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Water Monitoring in Foley
BY NICK WILLIAMS
Ever wonder if Foley's waters are safe? The City of

We measure the temperature of the water because

Foley’s Environmental Department has implemented

certain temperatures can affect the behavior of

a water quality monitoring program that entails

marine life as well as the chemical and physical

sampling several sites. We monitor water chemistry

properties of water. An example of how

levels such as pH, dissolved oxygen, total hardness,

temperature can affect chemical properties of

temperature, alkalinity, and turbidity.

water is when a body of water gets too warm it

We monitor pH levels to make sure the water we
are testing is adequate for marine life to survive.
Marine life usually need a pH between 6 and 8.5. Any

cannot hold enough oxygen for marine life to
survive.
Lastly turbidity measures the clarity of the

lower or higher could be fatal to marine organisms.

water. High turbidity could disrupt the

Dissolved oxygen levels are measured because marine

development of certain aquatic organisms by not

life need a certain amount of oxygen in the water to

allowing an adequate amount of sunlight to

survive. When we have readings below their needs,

penetrate the water that that invertebrate needs. It

there are investigations conducted for the causes.

can also clog fish gills and smother fish eggs.

Alkalinity is water’s ability to resist fluctuating pH
levels; this benefits aquatic life because it helps keep
the marine environment stable for aquatic wildlife.

Turbidity is caused by muddy stormwater runoff
entering our streams.
Our department monitors four sites within the

We monitor alkalinity to measure how much

Bon Secour watershed, including County Road 65 at

buffering ability our waters have.

Turkey Branch, County Road 26 at Bon Secour

Aquatic plants and marine organisms need calcium

River, County Road 12 at Bon Secour River and

and magnesium to survive. This concentration of

Highway 59 at an unnamed tributary of Bon Secour

calcium and magnesium is referred to as total

River. Also we monitor two sites in the Wolf Creek

hardness. We monitor hardness levels to make sure

watershed. Poplar Street and Doc McDuffie Road

there is a high enough concentration of calcium and

are the road crossings where we sample Wolf

magnesium to support marine life, but not such a

Creek.

high concentration that it harmful to appliances,
pipes, and human health.
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GRAHAM CREEK DONATIONS
BY ANGIE ECKMAN
Graham Creek Nature Preserve is fortunate enough to
have several benefactors; over the past year, these
groups and individuals have donated thousands of
dollars’ worth of goods, services, and man hours to the
park.
Friends of the Preserve (FOP) are a group that was
specifically started to help benefit the park and its
patrons. Throughout the years they have donated
supplies and materials to the Preserve, especially the
outdoor classroom. Periodically providing new arts and
crafts supplies, playground toys and musical
instruments as needed. With the increased growth of
our Observe and Explore events we go through a lot of
supplies. While we have some money budgeted towards
these activities, it is a great help to have the support of
the FOP so we can serve more families. In addition, they
provide scholarships to our summer programs for
children who wouldn’t be able to attend otherwise.
As the popularity of our park grows the number of
children who visit the park annually creates general
wear and tear on the equipment and creates a need for

more activities in the outdoor classroom. If you have
visited the outdoor classroom lately, you will have
noticed some new additions to the art area. FOP
supplied the building materials for creating both the
chalk board and the art wall. Many of our music
instruments were missing or in disrepair. This summer
the Friends of the Preserve purchased a box of
replacements.
Through a grant obtained from the collaborative effort
of Riviera Utilities and the South Baldwin Chamber of
Commerce, Graham Creek received its biggest
contribution this year; the donation of a kayak fleet and
life vests. The Friends of the Preserve also donated
several kayaks to the park this summer, giving us a total
of eight new sit on top kayaks. A kayak trip during our
scheduled summer camps was one of the highlights for
all the campers who attended this past summer. It was a
privilege and a joy to introduce Graham Creek in this
way to the children who had never been on the water.
The kayaks will also be used during field trips for
smaller groups. Later this year we will offer guided
kayak tours on a first come first served basis. Look for 1 0

DONATIONS
(CONTINUED)
the upcoming dates and instructions for
registering on our Facebook page.

Boy Scouts

must complete a project before turning eighteen
in order to earn their Eagle Scout rank. Over the
years many of these young men from the
Baldwin County area have chosen to complete a
project here at Graham Creek Nature Preserve.
These additions and repairs have greatly
improved the park for all visitors to the area.
We would not be able to accomplish everything
we do without the help and support of our
volunteers. A hard working group of disc golfers
put in a lot of time and effort to take care of the
courses, construct the courses and maintain
them. That in itself is a full time job and the
park’s courses would not be the success they are
without them. The growth of our educational
programs can at times be overwhelming,
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especially during the summer and holiday events. Some
pretty special people give us their time to help make it an
enjoyable experience for all. Lastly, our two biggest events
the Haunted Forest and Creek Crawl rely heavily on
volunteer man power. Without the help of our numerous
friends and volunteers these events would never get off the
ground.
We are extremely thankful and appreciative of all the
volunteers who put in their time and sweat to make Graham
Creek Nature Preserve an asset to the community; as well as
all the support we get from local non-profit groups.

CREEK CRAWL TRAIL SOON TO
BE OPEN TO HIKERS & TRAIL
RUNNERS
BY JACQUELINE MCGONIGAL

It is one of the best, unintentionally kept secrets in

a result, hikers will pass through multiple types of

Baldwin County that Graham Creek Nature Preserve

habitat and plant communities: open turf grass

has great hiking trails, and every year the

fields, pine savanna, bottomland and upland mixed

Environmental Department staff adds another mile (or

forests, and wetland mixed forests with creek

2, or 3) to the rustic trail system. By the end of

crossings. These diverse habitat types will make for

September 2018, a 4 mile Creek Crawl trail will be

mixed trail conditions! Hikers can expect to get their

marked on the Preserve property and published in the

shoes wet and ankles muddy if they complete the

updated 2019 Graham Creek Trail Map. This particular

entire mileage. Much of the trail will be shaded since

trail is our locally “famous” obstacle mud run route-

it crosses under pines, cypress and magnolias-but

complete with creek crossings, mud pits, and plenty of

there is usually plenty of sunshine in the pitcher

obstacles to challenge hikers and trail runners alike.

plant bog and grass fields. The trails will always be

And just in time, too! The annual Creek Crawl Obstacle

open during daylight hours. The best times to hike

and Mud race will be held November 17, 2018. So, racers

or run are early mornings and late afternoons-

who have that truly competitive side to them will have

especially if you want a chance at spotting wildlife.

the chance to run and train on the Creek Crawl trail

It is often assumed that you have to see wildlife in

that will serve as the official race route ahead of time.

order to observe it. But our ears are just as

Racers can register online for Creek Crawl at

important as our eyes when it comes to wildlife

www.active.com.

observations. Frog, insect and bird calls can almost

The 4 mile Creek Crawl trail will be marked with a

always be heard after a rain or in the early evening

series of pink painted blazes on trail side trees and on

hours just before dusk if hikers keep their ears

installed 4x4 posts. The trail will transverse the

pricked. When they hear the term, a lot of people

grounds of Graham Creek Nature Preserve. As

forget about plants and smaller animals
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Creek Crawl Trail
(Continued)
like amphibians and insects and instead envision
larger fauna like deer, bobcats, coyotes or osprey.
But hikers would be missing out if they only kept
an eye out for the larger animals along the Creek
Crawl Trail. There are several interesting and
even rare plants. Parrot pitcher plants, spoonleaf
sundews, pine lilies, coastal dew threads, several
orchid species and
bog buttons all dot the trail. There are also
gopher tortoise burrows, swallowtail butterflies
and almost always signs of more cryptic
creatures if you look closely in the mud for
tracks. Hikers could also see insects if they
looked down inside a pitcher plant’s leaf.
The updated 2019 Graham Creek Trail Maps
that will include the 4 mile Creek Crawl Trail will
be available late Fall 2018. They can be picked up
at the Graham Creek Nature Preserve
Interpretive Center, at the brown trail kiosks
within the Preserve, at the Foley Welcome
Center, or on the website
www.grahamcreekpreserve.org. If hikers decide
to enter as racers for the Creek Crawl Obstacle
and Mud Run, registration can be found on
www.active.com or at Graham Creek Nature
Preserve Interpretive Center (23030 Wolf Bay
Drive, Foley, AL 36535). The Environmental
Department staff is always happy to answer any
questions about the Preserve and its trails! They
can be reached by phone at 251.923.4267.

GRAHAM CREEK:
A BEAUTIFUL
VENUE FOR
YOUR EVENT
Angie Eckman
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Graham Creek Nature Preserve’s Interpretive
Center is quickly becoming a popular venue for
hosting a number of gatherings. Since the
building’s opening in September of 2016 the
number of rental requests has steadily increased.
The busiest times for rentals is typically in the
spring and fall. So if you are looking to rent the
center its best to get your application in early
because these months book fast.
First time visitors are pleasantly surprised upon
entering the building’s lobby. If they are not
greeted by our feisty alligator Andy 3.0. (don’t
worry ,he doesn’t bite) then the grand mural of
the White Top Pitcher Plant bog that spans the
back wall is sure to capture their attention. There
are several additional exhibits, including
terrariums and a children’s corner with coloring
or other distractions.
The great room is 53’ by 51’ feet and has a max
occupancy of 200 people. The Center can provide
tables and seating for 175 guests any overflow
seating can enjoy the picnic tables on the back
patio or wrap around porches. The canopying
Live Oaks located on the grounds behind the
center offer the perfect backdrop for an outdoor
wedding.

VENUES
While the Interpretive Center is naturally thought of as a
great venue for weddings we are an ideal location for any
number of events including: family reunions, company
picnics, sports banquets, birthday parties, meetings and
even dinner parties. The “warming kitchen” offers plenty
of counter space for food prep and storage. There is also a
microwave and refrigerator.
The Interpretive center can be rented any day of the week
during business hours or in the evenings; half days and full
day rentals are available. Discounted rates are available for
City of Foley residents, non- profit organizations,
government agencies and schools. Wedding rentals allow
access to the building the afternoon prior to the event for
decorating and setting up. We now offer table cloths at a
rental charge of $6 per tablecloth.
Rental applications and related paperwork can be located
on our website grahamcreekpreserve.org under the
facilities tab. For any questions or comments concerning a
rental call the Interpretive Center office and we will be
happy to help you.

RENTA L SCHEDULE:
Day Use Monday - Friday Hours: 8:00 a.m. until 4:00
p.m. Full Day - $150 Half Day - $100
Evening Use Monday - Friday Hours: 4:00 p.m. until
11:00 p.m. Up to 7 hours of usage - $250
Sunday Hours: 10:00 a.m. until 11:00 p.m. Up to 8 hours
of usage - $300
Saturday Hours: 10:00 a.m. until 11:00 p.m. Full Day $400 Half Day (6 hours) - $250
Extra Hours - There is an additional charge of
$50/additional hour for overage or prior to 10:00 a.m.
WEDDINGS:
Day prior to Event – 4 hour Use (12:00 p.m. until 4:00
p.m.)
Day of Event - Park and Center Use (10:00 a.m. until 11:00
p.m.)
Total Charge - $600
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COGONGRASS
BY: BRODIE TOWNSEND

Have you noticed the barren circles of dead
vegetation throughout Graham Creek? This is our
cogongrass removal program at work.
Cogon grass, native to Africa and Asia, was
accidentally introduced to the US in the form of
packing material. Cogon grass was first introduced
to Mississippi and Florida, but has since been
spread across the southeast, choking out different
plant species and dominating the race for
nutrients. The plant itself grows to be about two to
three feet tall and in such tight colonies that no
other plant species have a chance. The stem of the
plant is a tall green leaf with a slightly off colored
mid vein while the edges are serrated. The grass is
in full plume in late winter or early spring.
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Graham Creek Nature Preserve is not immune to

There are various methods of managing Cogon

the different types of invasive species that colonize

grass, such as prescribed burning, spraying, and

the south. Throughout the Preserve there are

constantly mowing to keep the plant from

multiple species of invasive plants that out compete

plumage. With the constant help of willing people,

other plants and animals for resources. Cogon grass

we can keep Cogon grass from spreading. By

is a plant that easily spreads by air, root, or machine,

actively trying to slow the spread of Cogon grass

so the employees of Graham Creek Nature Preserve

and by spreading information instead, we can

work diligently to stay on top of maintaining the

eventually control the species.

Cogon grass to make sure it does not spread. The

So when you see dead patches of grass know

process by which the Cogon Grass is kept at bay is

that Graham Creek is taking measures to eradicate

tedious and repetitive, but it is highly effective.

this terribly invasive species from our Preserve.
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ATTRACTING WILDLIFE WITH
NATIVE TREES
BY DAVID ECKMAN
All trees are considered the backbone of any ecosystem
due to the number of attributes they provide: refuge,
shade, and air filtration just to name a few; the list goes
on and on. Native wildlife attractant trees take it one
step further by providing forage for native and
migrating animals enticing these fauna species to your
property. These native tree species not only enhance
the ecosystem visually by giving four season’s worth of
beauty, they bring a diversity of animals to the area
making it an ideal location for wildlife viewing.
Graham Creek has three native trees in particular that
the wildlife depend on for their survival; Oak trees, Pine
trees, and Persimmon trees. Birds, squirrels, deer,
turkey and even insects seek shelter in trees throughout
Graham Creek. The animals of the park feed off the
leaves and mature fruits of the trees, thereby
encouraging the seed dispersal as well as introducing
much needed nutrients to the soil.

With sixty different species of Oak native to the United
States it is highly likely that a number of the Quercus
genus is found in your neighborhood. The Oak is
recognized by its large shade producing canopy, grain
pattern and of course the annual fall acorn crop. There
are several Oak species found in the south here at
Graham Creek Nature Preserve. We most commonly see
the Live Oak, Water Oak, White Oak, Southern Red Oak,
and Laurel Oak. Often times they are found in groves or
a creek bottom with more than one species in the
particular area. They prefer a moist but well drained soil
and full to part sun. Many deer and squirrel hunters
scout their hunting properties for oaks in order to help
them be more successful in their hunting endeavors.
There are four species of Pine trees found throughout
Graham Creek Longleaf, Loblolly, Slash and the Short
leaf. Longleaf Pines are a preferred nesting place for
the Red-Cockaded Woodpecker, a once commonly seen
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Wildlife Trees
Continued

Persimmon Tree

bird now in decline. These tall conifers
produce both male and female cones each and
every spring. Right around Easter the small
male cones mature, releasing a fine, yellow
coating of pollen on just about everything in
sight. Luckily the male cones only live for a
matter of weeks; long enough to pollinate the
larger female cones which produce the seeds.
The seeds germinate in the cone all summer
until finally the cones drop in the early fall. To
the delight of all area squirrels each cone
scale contains a seed and the abundant seeds
can be found year round. The remnants of a
squirrel’s pine nut dinner can be found
littering the area under the trees. Pines
prefer full sun and a moist, well draining soil.
Persimmon trees are found sparsely within
the park, but once their fruit ripens, it
becomes a hot wildlife attraction. Persimmons
produce a soft, fleshy fruit that birds,
mammals and the occasional neighbor lady
love (although I believe it’s an acquired taste).
The fruit is actually a berry that resembles an
orange tomato. Persimmons are typically
smaller trees that tolerate the shade and can
be found in understories of larger trees.
Persimmon trees are also dicoecious meaning
there are male and female trees. Only the
female tree bears fruit.
Native wildlife trees are an excellent option
when you are looking to attract biodiversity
to your land. Good habitat management plans
and knowledge of tree, animal relationships
will help the balance of nature’s needs. In
doing this we can be good stewards of the
land and enjoy the beauty it has to offer for
many years to come.
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Hello Fall Flowers

PINEWOODS ROSE GENTIAN

